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p–p chain fusion process 36–37
production in the Big Bang 38
stable isotopes 56–57
hydrogen bomb 29
hydrogen bonding, between water molecules 139
hydrogen fusion in stars 38–39
hydrogen fusion in the Sun, variation over time 161–162
hydrogen isotopes 20–21
as climate indicators 56–57
hydrological cycle on Earth 174
hydrothermal systems on early Mars 183
ice age on Mars 235
ice ages on Earth 169–170
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effects on life on Earth 242
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Pleistocene epoch 238–241
positive feedbacks in the climate system 234
present day (Holocene) 238
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in K/T boundary sediments 224–225
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iron core formation in the Earth 123
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comet Shoemaker–Levy 9 impacts 225
density and composition 115–117
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life on Earth
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origin theories 145–146, 149, 152–158
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lunar eclipse 3, 9, 11, 14
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abundance in the solid planets 114–115
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Earth’s magnetic field 123
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main sequence stars 37–38
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inhospitable conditions for life 178
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liquid water in the past 170
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methane release into the atmosphere 183
potential for terraforming 185
presence of frozen water 178
relative chronology 47
search for glacial features 234
search for life on 142–145, 178
SNC meteorites 61
tilt (obliquity) 178
Valles Marineris canyon 81
Viking missions 142, 144
volcanoes 178–179
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Mars climate history
abodes for life on early Mars 182–183
absence of plate tectonics 178–179
conditions on Mars today 178
effects of impacts 182
evidence from robotic missions 173
evidence of liquid water in the past 179–180
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implications for life elsewhere 184–185
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problem of warming early Mars 181–184
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183
Mars Express Orbiter 144, 180, 180, 183
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Mars Surveyor mission 179
Marshall, H. 235
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mass extinction events
causes 223
Cretaceous–Tertiary extinction 223–227
difficulty linking to impacts 227
impact events 223–227
Phanerozoic eon 223–227
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matter
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search for understanding of 18
Maunder Minimum 267
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effects of radioactive heating 122
heat produced during accretion 120
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messenger RNA 134
metabolic cycles, origins of 158–159
metabolic mechanisms 136
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metabolic processes
anaerobic metabolism 140
and photosynthesis 136
energy supply 136
metabolism first approach to life’s origin 152–154,
156–158
metamorphic rocks 76, 192
dating 79
layering 76–77
Meteor Crater, Arizona 6
meteorites 33, 105–106
ALH84001 from Mars 144
amino acids in 151–152
constituents of 114
contribution to Earth’s water 125
elemental abundances 189–190
information about Earth’s history 125
iridium abundance 224
Murchison meteorite 156
platinum-group elements 224
radioisotope age determination 51–52
SNC meteorites 61
see also carbonaceous chondrites; chondritic meteorites
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methane (atmospheric)
and global warming 271
contribution to greenhouse effect 167
greenhouse gas 164
release into Martian atmosphere 183
methanogens 145
Mexico City, air pollution problem
295
microlensing 108
microscopic constitution of matter 21
mid-Atlantic ridge 87
mid-ocean ridges 84, 89, 195
eruption of basalts 192
Milankovitch cycles 240–241, 268
Milky Way Galaxy 14–15, 99–100
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mitochondria 135–136, 211
origin of 211–212
mitochondrial DNA 135
mitochondrial DNA analysis, evidence for human origins 249
Mogollon civilization 267
Mohorovičič (Moho) discontinuity 119
moist convection in the atmosphere 274
moist greenhouse effect
long-term fate of the Earth 185–186
runaway theory for Venus 174–176
molecular clocks and mutation rate 135
molecular clouds and star formation 100–101
molecules 18
monomers 133
Moon (of Earth) 5
age of Moon rocks 52
and tidal patterns 200–201
constituents of 114–115
crustal evolution 121–122
distance from Earth 14, 200–201
gravitational interactions with Earth 200–201
heat produced during accretion 120
influence on Earth’s axial tilt 11, 241–242
lasers reflected from 90
lunar eclipses 3, 9, 11–12
movement in the sky 9–13
orbit around the Earth 123
orbital plane 11
origin theories 83, 113, 123–125
phases of the Moon 11
relative chronology 47
moons in the solar system 5
atmospheres 5
constituents of 114–115
possibility of sedimentary processes 81
see also specific moons
moraines created by glaciers 234
Morowitz, Harold 158–159
Mount Everest 231
Mount Pinatubo 167–168
Mount St. Helens 91, 167–168
mountain building, continental collisions 231, 233
multicellular organisms
appearance of complex organisms 212, 215
proliferation in the Phanerozoic 215
multiring basins 62
Mumma, M. 144
Murchison meteorite 156
mutation and genetic variation 134–135
mutation rate, and molecular clocks 135
natural gas energy 290–291
fracking extraction process 291
gas hydrates (clathrate hydrates) in seafloor sediments
methane reserves 291
shale reserves 291
natural selection and evolution 217–218
Neanderthals 249–253
climate setting 249–250
decline and extinction 252
evolution of 253
evolutionary origins 251
genome sequencing 251–252
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near-Earth asteroids 6
negative feedbacks
in the carbon-silicate weathering cycle 168–169
in the climate system 235
neon, production in stars 39
Neptune 4–5
density and composition 115–117
possible site for life 140
trans-Neptunian region 5
see also giant planets
neutrinos 17, 36
neutron stars 18, 38, 40
neutrons 18, 18, 20–21, 38
mass 18
removal from the nucleus 40
New Horizons mission (NASA) 106
Newton, Isaac 14, 25
Nice model of planetary configurations 126–127
nickel, abundance in the solid planets 114
nitriles 151
nitrogen
isotopic ratios 57
production in stars 39
nitrous oxide
and global warming 271
greenhouse gas 164
in the atmosphere 295
noble gases 20
nonchiral molecules 152
North Atlantic, thermohaline circulation 267–268
northern polar winter surface warming 278–279
nuclear fission 29, 292
nuclear fusion 29
element production in stars 38–39
energy source for the Sun 74
nuclear fusion reactors 292
nuclear reactions 25
nuclear reactor accidents 292
nucleic acids 133–134
handedness (chirality) of sugars 151–152
role in protein synthesis 134
see also DNA; RNA
nucleotides 133–134
nuclides 39–40
numerical values, scientific notation 9
oceans
origin of 125–126
reservoir of carbon 168
role in Earth’s climate 281–283
ocean circulation
basic processes 281–282
buoyancy force 281–282
El Niño phenomenon 282–283
shutdown after prolonged warming 283
Southern Oscillation 282–283
wind stress 281–282
ocean currents
effects of continental movements 233
effects on Cretaceous climate 236–237
ocean floor
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reservoir of carbon 168
oceanic–atmospheric connection to climate 267–268
oceanic crust 74, 90
age of 231
formation 192
Oerlemans, J. 273
oil as an energy source 290–291
Oligocene epoch, age of mammals 238–239
olivine structure 190
Oort Cloud 6, 70, 106
ophiolite suites 93
orbital motion of planets 26
orbital period of the planets 14
organic molecules 133
organic reservoir on Earth, origin of 125–126
oxygen
abundance in terrestrial rocks 190
abundance in the cosmos 139
and life 196–197
and strategies to search for life 140
isotopes as climate indicators 55–56
isotopes in water 55–56
production in stars 39
stable isotopes 55–56
use by eukaryotes 135–136
oxygen (atmospheric)
and onset of eukaryotic life 211–212
and the Ediacaran–Cambrian revolution 222
balance between loss and gain 208
history of oxygen on Earth 209–210
increase in the Proterozoic 201
level in the Archean 166–167
model for the rise of oxygen 209
reservoirs of oxygen 208–209
reservoirs of reducing compounds 208–209
rise in the Proterozoic 207
shield against ultraviolet radiation 211
oxygen anion, arrangement in minerals 190–191
oxygen balance, with and without life 205
oxygen cycle 203–205
oxygen levels on early Earth 205
banded iron formations 205–206, 209–210
fossils of aerobic organisms 207
limits on 205–207
minerals unstable in presence of oxygen 205
redbed sediments 206, 210
oxygen revolution 203
oxygen sources and sinks on Earth 203–205
burial of carbon from organisms 204
decay 204
fossil fuel combustion 204–205
photochemistry and escape of hydrogen 203
photosynthesis 203, 205
recycling of buried sediments 204
respiration 204
volcanism 203
weathering of rock 203
ozone
health risk in the lower atmosphere 295
ozone layer depletion 284
production in the atmosphere 203
shield against ultraviolet radiation 211
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P-waves 117–118, 192
Pacific ring of fire 233
packrat midden evidence of climate change 262–264
paleomagnetism 84–87
paleosols, evidence for carbon dioxide abundance 166–167
Paleozoic era 79–80
Pangaea 91–93
break up of 233, 236
Pannotia 93
Panthalassa 91–93
parallax phenomenon 4
parallax shift 14–15
Paranthropus 246–247
parent–daughter isotopic systems 48–52
parsec (parallax-second) 14
partial melting 191–194
particulates in the atmosphere 281
health risks 295
Pathfinder Mars lander 178
Patterson, Claire 52
Pavlov, A. A. 209
peptide nucleic acids (PNAs) 155
peptides 135
periapse 14
peridotite 192
perihelion 14
periodic table of the elements 18–20
periods in the geologic timescale 80, 79
peritectic solutions 119
Permian mass extinction 223
petrification of organic remains 77–79
Phanerozoic eon 79–80
Cambrian revolution 220–223
Ediacaran–Cambrian revolution 220–223
mass extinction events 223–227
place in Earth’s history 227
plate tectonics 231–233
proliferation of complex life 215
timescale 215
Phillips, R. J. 198
phosphate bonds
energy storage 139–140
functions in metabolic processes 136
phosphate groups in nucleic acids 133–134
phosphorus, production in stars 39 see also phosphate bonds;
phosphate groups
photochemistry in the atmosphere 203
photon, definition 25
photons 27, 30–31
absorption by greenhouse gases 164
movement in the greenhouse effect 162–164
solar-optical type 164
spectra 30–31
terrestrial-infrared type 164
photosphere of the Sun 31–33
photosynthesis 133, 136
chloroplasts 135–136
earliest evidence for 131
oxygen produced 203, 205
photosynthesizing organisms
response to enhanced CO2 levels 279
spread of 209–210
phyllosilicates 180, 183
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phylogenetic trees 145, 220–221
phylogeny 220–221
phylum (taxonomic level) 220–221
Pierrehumbert, Ray 182
Piltdown man hoax (1913) 246
Pioneer Venus entry probes 174
Planck, Max 30
Planck function 30
planet formation 102–103
and disks around protostars 103–104
effects of gravitational contraction 74
end of 104–105
planetary surfaces, use of cratering to date 68
planetary systems, search for see search for planetary systems
planetesimals 103, 113, 120, 126
planets
accretion 120
atmospheres 5
bulk compositions 113–117
composition of giant planets 115–117
composition of terrestrial planets 114–115
density determination 113–114
differentiation 117
distances to 13–15
giant (Jovian) planets 4–5
inferring constituents of 114
measuring mass and size 113
moons 5
motions in the sky 11, 13–14
orbits 6, 14, 26
possibility of sedimentary processes 81
properties of the giant planets 6
properties of the terrestrial planets 6
radioactive heating 122
ring systems 5
rotational axes 6
self-compression effect 113–114
spins 6
structure of the solar system 4–6
terrestrial planets 4
plankton 169
plant pollen evidence of climate change 261–262
plasma 18, 31
plastids 135–136, 211
origin of 211–212
plate boundaries 90
plate tectonics 83, 170
absence on Mars 178–179
after the Proterozoic 197–198
and sea-level changes 200
and water 199–200
as unique to the Earth 94
basic model 87–91
beginning on Earth 196–197
catastrophic models 83
driving force 94–95
early evidence for 83–84
effects of continental collision and separation 233
effects on Cretaceous climate 236
evidence from paleomagnetism 84–87
evidence from seafloor topography 84
failure to take hold on Venus 176–178, 198–200
fossil evidence 83
future predictions 93
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geologic record on land 87
historical development of 83–84
in the early Earth 210
in the Phanerozoic 231–233
link with climate 94–95
locations of earthquakes 87
modern plate tectonics 197–198
past motions of the plates 94
role in carbon cycling 167–168
role of water 94–95, 193–194
shift to modern mode 201
speed of movement of plates 90
subduction zones 87, 167–168
supercontinents 94, 231–233
triple junctions 91
Wegener’s continental drift theory 83–84
Plato 3
Pleistocene epoch
causes of ice ages 239–241
climate variations 259–261
effects of oscillatory ice ages 242
ice ages 238
oscillatory nature of the climate 239–241
setting for human origins 245
Pliocene epoch, extinction events 237
Pluto 4
classification of 5
constituents of 115
moons 5, 106, 125
NASA New Horizons mission 106
orbit 6
plutonic igneous rocks 74, 76
pollution
associated with industrial processes 294–295
ozone in the lower atmosphere 295
potential health risks 294–295
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) 144
polymers 133
positive feedbacks in the climate system 234
positrons 36
potassium
abundance in terrestrial rocks 190
radioactive isotope (40 K) 122
potential energy 29
power, definition 29
p–p chain (proton–proton chain) fusion process 36–37
precipitation, effects of global warming 278–279
predator–prey food chains 212
pressure-release partial melting of the mantle 191–192
Priscoan eon 79–80, 113
Prochloron (bacterium)
prokaryotic cells 135
prokaryotic life 145–146
origins of 158–159
protein synthesis, role of nucleic acids 134
proteins 133
handedness (chirality) of amino acids 151–152
Proterozoic eon 79–80, 203
appearance of eukaryotic life 211
changing geochemistry of the continents
196–197
increasing oxygen in the atmosphere 201,
205–207
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transition from the Archean 189, 196–197
protium 20–21
protocontinents, formation in the Archean eon 195–196
protons 18–20
protoplanetary disk evolution 102–103
dissipation in the nebula 102–103
formation of the nebula 102
residual static nebula 103
terminal accumulation of the star 103
protostars, disks around 103–104
Proxima Centauri 4
Ptolemy 3–4
punctuated equilibrium evolutionary model 218–220
pyrite 205
quantum mechanics 20–21, 30
quarks 27
r process (rapid neutron capture) 40
racemic mixtures 152
radar mapping, surface of Venus 176
radial velocity of stars 107
radioactive decay 21, 29, 41
half-life concept 47–49
use in dating 47–49
see also alpha decay; beta decay; gamma decay
radioactive heating
effects on planets 122
Europa 141
radioactive isotopes, parent and daughter measurement 48–52
radioactivity 29
discovery of 74
radiocarbon dating 48–50
radioisotopic dating of rocks 79
Ramsey, William 31–33
Randall, Lisa 16
rare earth elements 195
abundance in Archean rocks 195
in rocks 190
Raymo, M. 237
red dwarfs 37
red giant stars 39
redbed formations 206, 210
reduced carbon 204
reducing compounds, reservoirs on Earth 208–209
reflection of photons 30
regression of the nodes 11–12
relative dating, cratering record 61 see also geologic dating/geologic
layering
relative chronologies 47
resources
alternative energy sources 292
and the growing human population 287–288
depletion of 287
energy resources 289–292
respiration 136, 204
rhyolite, chemical relationships 192
ribose molecules, chirality 155–156
ribosomal RNA 134
ribosomes 135
mitochondrial 211–212
Ricardo, A. 155
ring systems 5
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bases 134
codons 134
evolution of 134
forms of 134
in early eukaryotes 211
in prokaryotes 135
mitochondrial 211–212
phylogenetic tree 145
role in protein synthesis 134
structure 134
RNA and the origin of life 152, 154–158
abiotic formation of RNA 154
chirality of ribose molecules 155–156
problem of abiotic invention of RNA 155–156
RNA as biological catalyst 154–155
RNA evolution before DNA 154
role as replicator 154–155
rock classes, chemical relationships 192
rock composition, effects on P-wave velocity 192
rock formations 76–77
rock strata (stratigraphic section) 76–77
rock weathering
paleosols 166–167
silicate rocks 167–168
Rodinia 93–94
Röntgen, Wilhelm 74
Rosetta mission (ESA) 106
rubidium–strontium decay, measurement of 50–52
Ruddiman, W. 237
runaway greenhouse theory for Venus 174
Rutherford, Ernest 18
s process (neutron capture) 39–40
S-waves 117–118
Sagan, Carl 139, 140, 167
Sagan, D. 203
Salpeter, Edwin 116
San Andreas fault system, California 84, 87, 90, 119
satellites, Earth-orbiting
Saturn 4–5
density and composition 115–117
moons 5
possible site for life 140
see also giant planets
scanning tunneling microscopy 21
scientific notation 9
Scopes Monkey Trial (1925) 246
Scott, David R. 26
sea level rise 279
seafloor rocks
age of 93
magnetic orientations 84–87
seafloor sediments
carbon isotopes 55
coccoliths 55, 56
gas hydrates (clathrate hydrates) in
oxygen isotopes 55–56
seafloor topography, evidence for plate tectonics 84
sea-level changes, and plate tectonics 200
search for planetary systems 107–110
astrometry 107
criteria for habitable planets 242
direct techniques 110
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indirect techniques 107–110
microlensing 108
radial velocity of stars 107
use of transits 107–108
see also habitable planets; habitable zone
sedimentary processes, on planets and moons 81
sedimentary (stratigraphic) record 74
Grand Canyon, Arizona 80
sedimentary rocks 73, 76–77, 192
dating using fossils 79
formation of 74–76
geologic cycle 74–76
lithification process 73–74
loss of layers to erosion 76
seismometers 87
Seno, Nicholas 73
serpentinization 183
shadow biosphere concept 145–146
shales, natural gas reserves in 291
Shapiro, R. 139, 140
shell-forming organisms
creation of calcium carbonate 167–168
influence on carbon cycling 169
shocked quartz, in K/T boundary sediments 224
Siccar Point (Scotland) geological unconformity 74
siderite (FeCO3 ) 144, 167
siderophile (“iron-loving”) elements 121
silica, content of igneous rocks 192 see also cherts
silicate minerals, abundance in the solid planets 114–115
silicate rocks, weathering process 167–168
silicon
abundance in terrestrial rocks 190
as potential basis for life 138–139
bonding properties 138–139
fusion in stars 39
in artificial life 139
SNC (Shergottites–Nakhlites–Chassigny) meteorites 61
snowball Earth episodes 58, 233–234
sodium
abundance in terrestrial rocks 190
production in stars 39
soil-forming microorganisms 169
solar activity, influence on climate change 267
solar eclipse 9, 11, 161
prediction 11–12
solar energy 292
solar nebula evolution 102–103
dissipation in the nebula 102–103
formation of the nebula 102
residual static nebula 103
terminal accumulation of the star 103
solar system
age determination 51–52
early models 3–4
giant (Jovian) planets 4–5
moons 5
movements of solar system objects 9–13
orbits of the planets 6
planetary rotational axes 6
planetary spins 6
possible sites for life 140–146
properties of the planets 6
structure of 4–6
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solar system formation
end of planet formation 104–105
history of the cosmos 99–100
planet formation 103–104
primitive material present today 105–107
protoplanetary disk evolution 102–103
star formation 100–105
unique properties of the Earth 99
solar wind 33, 103, 170
solid planets, constituents of 114–115
solid state convection 120
sonar technology, seafloor mapping 84
Southern Oscillation 282–283
space, expansion of 15–17
space–time, relativity theory 26–27
species concept, definitions 217
spectra of photons 30–31
spectrometers (spectrographs) 15–16, 30
speed 25
spiral galaxies 15
stable isotopes, carbon 55
star formation 100–105
birth of a star 101–102
conservation of angular momentum 102
disks around protostars 103–104
end of planet formation 104–105
formation of planets 102–103
giant molecular clouds 100–101
start of 101
star spectra, Doppler shift 107
Stardust probe (USA) 106
stars
creation of elements 35–39
distances to 14–15
effects of gravitational contraction 74
element production processes 39–40
factors affecting final fate 39
fusion reactions 35–38
intrinsic brightness 15
nuclear reactions 25
stellar main sequence 37–38
stellar nucleosynthesis 38
Stevenson, David 116–117
Stonehenge (Salisbury Plain, England) 11–12
strand lines 234
strata (stratigraphic section) 76–77
stratigraphic record 74
stratosphere 174–175
stratospheric cooling 278
stromatolites 131, 158, 196
strong nuclear force 27–28
subduction 89–90, 167–168
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